
HARMAN OTA
Smart Delta Product

Top-line Benefits
• Reduces software recalls and warranty-related costs

• Reduces data costs

• Scalable offering for ECUs of any scale and size

• Provides high reliability and accuracy for all electronic formats

• Offers uncompromising protection against car connectivity-related cybersecurity threats
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A reliable, convenient, secure and economical way to 
update electronics of any scale

In a world of continually evolving electronic devices (e.g., automotive 
ECUs, embedded modules and M2M devices), it is no longer feasible to visit  
a dealership every time an update is needed. At HARMAN, we enable the 
OEM and consumer to update their devices remotely while reducing the cost 
of data transfer and storage. McKinsey & Co. predicts that the car-generated 
data market will become a $450 billion business by 2030, further 
strengthening the importance of data transfer and storage costs.

Part of the HARMAN OTA Solution – already deployed on more than 38 million 
vehicles and trusted by 40 global vehicle manufacturers is the HARMAN Smart 
Delta Product. The product offers an innovative approach to performing 
software updates that improves user experience, cuts costs significantly and 
reduces the overall time to update devices while ensuring 100% reliability. A 
pure software-based solution, HARMAN Smart Delta product has the smallest 
footprint in the industry based on a proven and patented technology. Shipped 
in more than two billion devices, HARMAN Smart Delta product is the market-
leading solution for updating binaries over-the-air.

Smart Delta product overcomes bandwidth and memory limitations by 
extracting only the essential changes between firmware versions, reducing 
update files size by up to 97% and generating potential savings of up to 97% of 
data cost. For example, delivering a 2GB image size would cost the OEM about 
$133/vehicle compared to a 0.2GB sized image at only $13/vehicle with Smart 
Delta product*. The estimated savings for a fleet of 500,000 vehicles would 
be $60 million per a single update.

Security assurance during all stages of the update process is offered by using 
a patented pre-installation verification technique. This confirms that the newly 
created software version is 100% bit-exact, will install properly, and is intact 
using signature validation, prior to the update getting started again. The Smart 
Delta product can quickly, swiftly, and for a relatively low cost, ensure that 
any defects found in its product’s software are eliminated – thus ensuring the 
maximum up-time of a device.

The Smart Delta product also helps OEM's manage software across the 
“Internet of Things” such as automotive electronic control units (ECUs), 
embedded modules and machine-to-machine (M2M) devices in utilities, 
manufacturing and logistics. These environments have limited bandwidth to 
distribute updates, insufficient flash resources to integrate a regular firmware 
update installer, and not enough RAM to store the software update package.

Do more than drive, 
start living
We believe the car should be more than 
just a way to transport you. It should add 
to your life by giving you bonding time 
with your family, productive time to work, 
relaxing time to escape, enjoyment, and 
more.

HARMAN ExP is a suite of technologies and 
services that have been woven together 
to create rich,  i    immersive experiences. 
Purposefully, ExP creates moments of 
magic for drivers and riders alike. Those 
moments allow you to forget about the 
technology and lose yourself in the 
experience.

This is what makes HARMAN ExP different: 
We bring technology to life.

Create richer
experiences 
with HARMAN ExP



Features and Benefits
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Class-leading Smart Delta technology

Cost savings using Smart Delta

Delivers the latest firmware, OS, applications, maps updates to connected- vehicles 
over-the-air via the smallest possible payloads

Revertible Delta
• A “2 for the price of 1” Revertible Delta package – 

encapsulating the capability to update from source to target 
and back, within a single update package that is larger by no 
more than 25% from a one-way single package.

Support resource-constrained platforms
• A lite version of the full-scale Smart Delta product for 

updating binaries, aimed at low-end devices and platforms 
which have limited resources. The lite version introduces the 
capability of in-vehicle delta streaming update, reducing 
even further the need for on board temporary storage – as 
only a segment of the Smart Delta update package is 
needed at any point in the process, instead of the entire 
update package.

Support for Maps update

• Leveraging the Smart Delta core technology and applying it 
to a unique and customized algorithm and logic relevant for 
maps (NDS and other formats), the Smart Delta product 
enables updating the map while it is still in use, thus 
eliminating any downtime of the navigation system.

Signature validation and Fail-Safe™
• 100% fault-tolerant update integrity and completion, 

eliminating the risk of disabling a device due to errors or 
unexpected disruptions in the firmware update process. In 
the event of a power loss or network failure, the update is 
automatically resumed from the point of interruption.

Drop-in client and Minimal API
• Enable swift integration into the device using a simple 

integration process that doesn’t require firmware 
architecture to be restructured and with no impact on the 
development tool chain.  As a result, integration is 
significantly faster (less than a week) and less expensive 
than alternative approaches, such as full re-flash of binaries 
or maps, tile-based map updates, and even Android’s native 
update mechanism. 

Generates Update Package

Extracts only the essential differences 
between versions

is used to plan, run, optimize
and monitor the update campaign

apply the Smart Delta file to the 
source version image in order to 
create the target version

Smart Delta Update Generator OTA Server

Smart Delta Update 
Agent & Installer

OTA Delivery Performs Device Update

How Smart Delta integrates with 
the rest of the OTA solution:     

Full Image Update *2GB $133

**0.2GB

0.065/MB

0.065/MB $13

$120

Smart Delta Update

Average cost saving for single image update per car

*Nominal HUT&IPC image size  in 2GB
**Based on Delta size of 10% of full image

Decrease OTA update data cost Allow higher update frequency

HARMAN
More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems. 
Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all 
platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN’s latest innovations leverage Samsung’s connected lifestyle and 
hardware expertise, allowing automakers to create an ecosystem of unique, smart, enhanced and rich in-vehicle experiences. 
Together HARMAN and Samsung are architects of experience, designing the most intuitive and immersive interactions with 
in-vehicle technology. HARMAN is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

car.harman.com




